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1/21/2023 Taxes Education Biblical
Understandin
g &
Evangelism

Family
Matters

1/4/2024

1/4/2024

1/6/2024

01/06/24

1/6/2024

1/6/2024

1/7/2024

Financial Advice

Community Ou

Community Ou

Community Ou

AC NARN - Mitch
Berg

1300 - 1400 Senator Jim Abeler (R, District 35) -
talked about local legislation regarding
taxes - SEGMENT 1
*** USE TITLE/CREDENTIALS OF
PERSON ***

Nancy from Bloomington - called to talk
about testing in her child's school. Not
happy with "participation" trophy -  

Caller called in to ask Jim Abeler about tax cuts in
MN. Mitch discussed education policy regarding
standardized testing. Local Salvation Army bell
ringing down 30%.  Mitch encouraged volunteers to

sign up.

JDB Real Estate
Chalk Talk

01/07/24
@1200hrs

N/A In thgis episode, Keith Hittner Sr. gives his 2024 real
estate forecast and the guys discuss local
lawn-mowing bids, easing rates and the mild winter's
impact on the Twin Cities Market. Eric Everson
describes the long-distance moving industry, outflow
from and inflow to MN and the industry shortage of
drivers

Real Estate Business

SJ Where You Live Rec 1/04/24
AIR 1/06/24

Gene discusses new law created in CA legislature
addressing HOA's will now have a restriction placed
upon them from state of CA of not being able to
increase yearly budget by 5% in any given year.
Gene breaks down this bill as it effects not only CA
but other states may look to pass similar law. Gene
explains this CA law and how this effects HOA's and
home owners. Gene asks the question of the
legislature and being bale to do this by stepping in as
Gene breaks down the numbers this law will effect.
Gene asks if people agree with this law and asks if
states have this authority, if so, does this go with
taxes, gas prices, property taxes etc...Gene asks the
question of this law and who is actually helps?

Real Estate

JDB NARN - Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 N/A Scott - St. Paul calls in and gives his
thoughts on there was an election fruad
but judges are too intimidated to question

In this episode "The High Holiday for Democrats"
Mitch contrasts the extreme views of the left/right on
Jan 6th.

News - Local Politics - Local

SJ NARN - Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 N/A This episode of NARN "Guilty until Proven Innocent:
Nick Majerus of the Mn Gun Owners Caucus on the
Red Flag Law." Mitch discusses the MN Reg Flag
Law going into effect Jan 1st.  Mitch & Nick discuss
the merits/demerits of the new Red Flag Law. Mitch
then chats with Anthony about the Gold Star
Foundation. Anthony details how the Gold Star Ride
Foundation helps families of fallen soldiers

News - Local Politics - Local

SJ NARN - Jack T 1500-1600 Bill Walsh - Director of Marketing and
Communications at Center of the
American Experiment.

Bob - Cottage Grove calls in to ask about
the price tag just to rebuild the State
Office Building  / Dan - Inver Grove
Heights calls in to ask what is required to
make it on a ballot for referendums and
expenditures.

Jack is joined by Bill Walsh from Center of the
American Experiment and they talk about the new
train to Duluth from the Twin Cities for Golden Turkey
voting in the CAE. Bill Walsh talks about the project
of the MN State Building and discuss what it may
cost for the remodel/possible tear down rebuild with
public money.

News - Local

SJ NARN - Jack T 1600-1700 Matt Ehling - MN Coalition on
Government Information // Bill Walsh -
Director of Marketing and
Communications at Center of the
American Experiment.

N/A Jack is joined by Matt and he explains what MN Coal
ition on Govnerment Information is all about and how
they provide public education on Goverment info.
Matt expresses the need for a fluid access for
government info to the public. All three talk about the
pros and cons of governement invovled on running a
public forum and what it takes to run successfully.

News - Local Politics - Local

SJ World of Aviation 1000-1100 Mark Bearss - Pilot and authored  a book
about his dad, Joseph Bearss who was a
Navy Pilot during World War II.

N/A Al is joined by Mark as they start off this episode
talking about Mark's father and him being a flight
structor along with his father's military service which
led to Mark writing his book about his father. Mark
describes his father growing up in the golden age of
aviation in the '30's & '40's and how he he got started
flying.

Aviation

* NO NEED TO ADJUST ROW HEIGHT
- IT WILL ADJUST AUTOMATICALLY *

*
NOTE WHERE CONTENT IS -

"SEGMENT 2" *  USE PAST
TENSE!

USE PAST TENSE!

Eric Everson of Action Moving Services

N/A

Nick Majerus - Manager,
Communications from Minnesota Gun
Owners Caucus  // Anthony Price -
Secretary on the Board of Directors of
Gold Star Ride Foundation

N/A
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1/7/2024 Politics - Local

1/7/24

1/7/2024 Israel

1/11/2024

1/11/2024

1/11/2024

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A N/A Brad discusses the new Minnesota's new "red flag"
law that went into effect January 1st. Brad mentions
on both sides of this new law and how people move
forward with owning a firearm. Brad also weighs in on
the shooting at an Iowa school the other day and why
the normal demagoguery was short lived. Brad
touches on the news of Wayne LaPierre resigning as
CEO of the National Rifle Association.

News - Local News - National

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 Dr. Phillip Magness - Senior Fellow at the
Independent Institute and the David J.
Theroux Chair in Political Economy.

Bob - Shoreview calls in to comment on
the Claudine Gay/Harvard news on
Harvard trying to redefine the definion on
plagiarism and asks the question on is
this all about race/merit?

Brad discusses the recent news following the
departure of Harvard President Claudine Gay and
plagiarism claims against her with Dr. Phillip
Magness. They break down the issue of plagiarism
with other universities and the impact of this with the
left or right of public officials in the academic world.
Then Brad transitions to talking baout the democrat
strategy on defeating possible Trump candidate.

News - National

SJ The Victory Hour 1600-1700 N/A Andrew Parker starts off the program discussing the
terrorist regime of hamas and the war still raging on
in Israel. Andrew Parker is then joined by Sen. Ron
Latz and they talk about the Oct 7th start of the
hamas/Israel war and the impact across the globe
this war had on other countries. Parker and Latz talk
about the support of the Palastine on campuses and
across the United States. Ron mentions his public
support against the henious crimes against Israel and
the happenings in the Gaza strip. Ron discusses his
support of social justice in the country and also in
Israel.

Politics - Local News - National

SJ RECT Rec 1/11/24
AIR 1/14/24

Todd Kremer - Home Inspector from
Inspecta-Home

N/A Keith and guest Todd Kremer of Inspect-a-Home
update local market rundown giving updates and
predictions so far in early 2024. Keith Sr. discusses
classes for real estate agents nationalreal estate
assocation dues. Keith and the crew end th eprogram
with the money segment and recap the 4th quarter of
and look onto the new year of 2024.

Real Estate

SJ Where You Live Rec 1/11/24
AIR 1/13/24

N/A N/A Gene starts off the show by talking about a news
story regarding building a new way just like we did as
kids using the method of legos. Costal Construction
is taking the lead on creating buildings in the future.
Gene then talks about USA Today having a story
"Soaring Prices aren't just hurting wallets, They are
shortening life spans". Gene breaks down how
paying high rent has shown studies can shorten life
spans. Gene tells us the impact of paying high rent
payments/mortagages and how stress can lead to a
shorten life and connects to the housing crisis leads
to health crisis. Gene breaks down the article and the
studies used to determine how this may impact
pricing in the future.

Real Estate

SJ Education
America

REC 1/11/24
AIR 1/27/24

N/A Rebekah and Abigail are joined by guest Nancy
Pearcey to discuss on topics of education and
understanding od worldview & masculinity. Nancy
talks about how she got started in those subjects and
with the public education system. Nancy gives details
on how she was able to write the book "The Toxic
War on Masculinity" and views on its way into the
Chrisitian living. Nancy talks about where this
masculinity hate/view came from and how it effected
the following generations.

Education

Ron Latz - MN State Senator

Nancy Pearcey - Bestselling Author and
Speaker
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1/11/2024

1/11/2024

1/11/2024

1/13/2024

1/13/2024

1/13/2024

1/13/2024

1/14/2024

1/14/2024

1/14/2024

Self-Improveme

Self-Improveme

SJ Education
AMerica

REC 1/11/24
AIR 2/3/24

N/A Abigail and Rebekah continue their series with Nancy
and in this episode talk about two different scripts of
males and their masculinity. Nancy goes through
what the true meaning in the chritian menaing of
being a "good man". Nancy talks about getting
masculinity strength through the culture of christianity
and how "influencers" can really change the narrative
and water-down the true meaning. Nancy details U.S
has 40% of men/fathers not in the home and the
huge impact that has on the home and upbrining  for
children in America. nancy givers her
reccomendation for educations help young boys to
grow into a healthy masculinity.

Education

JDB Education
America

REC 1/11/24
AIR 2/10/24

Greg Koukl - President/Founder of
"Stand to Reason"

N/A Hosts Rebecca Hagstrom and Abigail Johnson
interview author speaker and Founder of Stand To
Reason, Greg Koukl. They discuss his book, , & Greg
expands on how relativism is shaping American's
lives and undermining objective decision making.
Greg asserts that if one perceives truth as coming
from within, they are perceiving truth relatively. Truth
found extrernally is subjective reality. Greg asserts
that human feelings have no bearing on truth.

Education

JDB Education
America

REC 1/11/24
AIR 2/17/24

Greg Koukl - President/Founder of
"Stand to Reason"

N/A Hosts Rebecca Hagstrom & Abigail Johnson
continue their discussion of relativism with greg
Koukl. He describes how relativism abetts totalitarian
governance and that if relativism were accurate,
there is no such thing as evil.

Education

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 N/A Bob- Shoreview- had comment on the
Fall of Minneapolis. Dave- Golden Valley-
praise the fall of minneapolis

Talked about the movie the Fall of Minneapolis and
Deanna's winters article on the movie.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 N/A David-Wisconsin- said the comment on
the MN Flag Jennifer Stillwater- said that
she was offended by Walz comments

Talked about Governor Walz's interview on the Jason
DeRuha show and about the new minnesota flag.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Jack Michael Benson Ben Kruse N/A Talked with Michael Benson about the homelessness
problem in Minneapolis and how a god centered
approach to addictions is the best way to attack it.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Jack 1600-1700 Michael Benson Ben Kruse N/A Talked about Dean Phillips and how he is doing
nothing to help his case in his run for president.

Politics - Local

SJ World of Aviation 1000-1100 Mike Braegger - Pilot N/A Al and Mike start off the show by discussing growing
up near an Air Force base and watching aircrafts
take off. They talk about sonic booms and how they
were so close to a metro area. Mike details his
upbrining and hwo get got into Dental School and
then going into flying. Mike talks about how he made
time to get his pilot's license/attended ground school.
Mike talks about his first plave as he learned to fly
with the Newport 17 aircrafts. Mike describes his
experience with restoring and building old planes
going back to WWI.

Aviation

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A N/A Brad talks about local issues, specifically a horrific
shooting incident near Duluth which Gov. Tim Walz is
already demagoguing and gives a hypocrite
statement as this causes a stir with an election
coming soon with gun control a heavy topic.. Also,
Sen. Amy Klobuchar has yet to draw a GOP
challenger for 2024.

Politics - Local News - Local

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 N/A John - Minneapolis calls in to ask Brad
why he is a Trumper hater and has a
conversation to understand why as John
believes Trump is the best candidate in
the race.

Brad starts off hour two by talking about aspects of
the 2024 presidential race. Brad previews the
upcoming 2024 Iowa Republican Presidential
Caucus.

Politics - National News - National

Biblical Understand

Biblical Understand

Nancy Pearcey - Bestselling Author and
Speaker

1500-1600
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1/14/2024

1/15/2024

1/18/2024 Family Matters

1/18/2024

1/20/2024

1/20/2024

1/20/2024

1/20/2024

1/21/2024

Politics - Nation

SJ The Victory Hour N/A Mike - Minneapolis calls in to comment
about dems promoting Trump and making
him popular and dems are becoming for
facist by controlling power

Andrew starts off this episode by talking about
politics and Democrat and Republician races for the
upcoming Presidential election later on in '24.
Andrew then taklks about concerns in the Middle
East and feels the peace is losing in grasps. Andrew
talks about continuing discussions of th epossible
"Two-State Solution" and how the west is pushing for
this as a possible results of it. Andrew give shis
thoughts and predictions on the upcoming Dem/Rep
party's nominations.

News - National Israel

JDB The Victory Hour Rec 1/15/24
AIR 1/21/24

N/A In this episode, Mr. Parker and Ethan Roberts,
Director at the Jewish Community Relations Council
for Minnesota and the Dakotas, discuss John Kirby's
statement regarding a ceasefire not being in Israel's
interest, the Israeli soccer player deported from
Turkey, and the narrative that Jews are an oppressor
people over Arabs. Mr. Parker and Ethan discuss the
anti-semitic statement made by the U of M Women's
Studies Department.

Israel News - National

JDB Real Estate
Chalk Talk

Appraisal Expert Zoe Liston In segment one, Keith Hittner Sr. and Jr. described
the conclusion of Super Bowl weekend as the
unofficial launch of the spring season. Sr. provided a
refresher of the real estate market during the COVID
era. Guest Zoe Liston, describes the appraisal
industry and explains that the appraisal protects the
lender and not the buyer. In the The Money segment,
Kelvin and Zoe continue discussing Appraisals and
the 2024 outlook.

Real Estate Financial Advice

SJ Where You Live Rec 1/18/24
AIR 1/20/24

N/A N/A In this episode Gene starts off the show by
discussing HOA story regarding a bill in Florida
requiring HOA's giving back to charities around 15%.
Gen then breaks down this issue on both sides for
HOA's and possible increase of HOA fees. Gene
then talks about another news story in Boston. MA
about a landlord with unpaid rent from tenant who
causing damage and relationship turned sour
throughout the lease agreement as tenant refused to
move out. Gene breaks down the story of a small
time landlord vs the big corperation property
mangement companies and issues between the two.

Real Estate

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 Bob-St.Paul- commented on how hard it
is to get a license in MN.

Mitch talked about the crazy minnesota license laws.
Talked about the crime problem in North Minneapolis
and the gun laws in Minneapolis

Politics - Local

DC Narn with Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 n/A N/A Mitch talks some about political issues in the house
of representatives. Mitch also talks about a criminal
that ends up on death row, and discusses how he
may have actually been not guilty based on later
found evidence

Politics - Local

GJA Narn with Jack
Guest Host
NASCAR Kelly

1500-1600 Elliot Engen NASCAR Kelly and Elliot talked about hockey and
the rivarly between White Bear Lake and Hill Murray.
They also went into issues pertaining to the mn
legislature.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn with Jack
Guest Host
NASCAR Kelly

1600-1700 NASCAR Kelly and Elliot talked about bills he is
proposing in the legisilature about heightening
human traffic penalties and about term limits.

Politics - Local

SJ 1300-1400 John - Minneapolis calls in to make
comment on police data and how media
may fib on their reporting.  // Urie -
Minneapolis calls in to tell Brad about his
incident of being a crime victim and him
not reporting to police since previous
incident and lack of police response.

Brad discuss issues pertaining to Minnesota,
specifically a Star Tribune story reporting that crime
in Minneapolis is actually falling. Brad continues with
police responses and data on crimes and talks about
possible experiences.Brad then talks about Gov.
Walz mentioning states banning certains books
which may be lies or misinformation.

Politics - Local News - Local

1600-1700

Elliot Engen 

NARN - Brad
Carlson

N/A

Ethan Roberts - Director at Jewish
Community Relations Council for
Minnesota and Dakotas

Airs 01/21/24

N/A
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1/21/2024

1/25/2024

1/25/2024

1/25/2024

1/27/2024

1/27/2024

1/27/2024

1/27/2024

1/28/2024

1/28/2024

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 N/A N/A Brad look back at last week's GOP presidential
results in the Iowa caucus and how the party is
embracing it. And the U.S. Dept of Justice comes to
the conclusion rational Americans have know for
more than 3 years of the saga involving Hunter
Biden's laptop was not Russian disinformation.

Politics - National News - National

SJ Where You Live Rec 1/25/24
AIR 1/27/24

N/A N/A Gene starts off this show by talking about a news
story in Quebec in Canada and how the police are
saying that posting pictures of thiefs stealing your
packages off your porch on your property may violate
the thiefs privacy and how this is concerning and face
possible charges. Gene then asks the question from
a thread off redditt about HOA's, are they a
nessesacry evil or just evil? Gene describes this
story off redditt and details how redditt can be used
being anonymous. Gene breaks down the question of
how important HOA's actually are and gives both
sides thoughts. Gene  then talks about how HOA
residents feel the inconsistancy for violations.

Real Estate

SJ Education
America

Rec 1/25/24
AIR 2/24/24

James Dickey - Senior Trial Counsel
from Upper Midwest Law Center

N/A Rebekah and Abigail start off this episode discussing
James and his background and hwo he got started
with the Upper Midwest Law Center. Then James
talks about the school/teachers social studies
standards from a legal perspectative. James
mentions ruling of not following proper channels to
approve changes in school standards and James
details the correct process. James details the legal
ways to change a ciriculum for state teaching
standards and how benchmarks should be made and
the effects of improper usage of teaching changes
with effects of learning..

Education

SJ Education
America

Rec 1/25/24
AIR 3/2/24

James Dickey - Senior Trial Counsel
from Upper Midwest Law Center

N/A Rebekah and Abigail start off this episode talking
about MN Teahcer licensure requirements and
James talks about from a legal perspectaive may
look for teaching standards in MN and how has
become controversial these days. James mentions
through the legal process how these changes can
impact the classroom and how teaching has vastly
changed.

Education

GJA Narn with Mitch
Berg

N/A Mitch talked about the problem at the border and how
Biden and the democrats are mishandeling the
situation

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 N/A Bob-Minneapolis- Talked about the sign
on his lawn that says to keep dogs off

Politics - Local

GJA 1500-1600 Seth Toupal Sports - Local

GJA 1600-1700 Quentin Wittrock N/A NASCAR Kelly and Quiten Wittrock talked about his
campaign

Politics - Local

SJ World of Aviation 1000-1100 Alan Ripa - Commemorative Air Force
Pilot

N/A Al is joined by guest Alan who started flying in his
teenage years and talks about how he got started.
Alan then talks explains his way to get his private
pilot lincense. Alan talks about his time he has been
involved with the Commemorative Air Force for
several years in different capacities.

Aviation

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 Glenn - Crystal asks Chris/Brad about a
country without borders is no country at
all and asks where does it go from
here/prediction

News - National Public Policy

Sports - Professiona

1300-1400

Mitch talked about the media and their biases.

Narn with Jack
Guest Host
NASCAR Kelly

N/A NASCAR Kelly and Seth Toupal talked about the
Minnesota Wild and Hockey day minnesota.

NARN With
Guest Host
NASCAR KELLY

Chris T. Clem - Retired Border Patrol
Agent

Brad talks about the crisis that is occurring at the
U.S.-Mexico border and how Texas Gov. Greg Abbott
is determined to secure the area despite objections
from the Feds. Brad talks about public officials using
the border crisis as political agenda or doesn't speak
on it for their political agenda. Brad then chats with
guest Chris to talk more about the border crisis. Chris
gives insight on the siutation down in Texas.
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1/28/2024

1/28/2024

2/1/2024

2/1/2024

2/1/2024 Public Policy

2/1/2024 Public Policy

02/03/2024

News - Nationa

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

Jim - Ham Lake calls in to debate twith
Brad about Brad's views on Trump and
Brad's dislike for Trump  // Bob -
Shoreview calls in to make a statement of
not having the 2020 Biden to compare to
lesser of two evils  // Tom - St. Paul asks
Brad about Trump not actually losing
voters from polls  // Dan - Inver Grove
Heights calls in to ask Brad about if it
would help Trump if he went out on if he
took a stand for gay marriage or men not
turning into women.

Brad discusses the GOP presidential race and how
Donald Trump has pretty much secured the
nomination. Brad talks about how Trump goes
around purposely misnaming candidates and making
fun of people.

News - National

SJ The Victory Hour 1600-1700 N/A N/A Andrew starts off the show by talking about ongoing
war in Israel against the terror group hamas. Andrew
describes the humantarian aide continuing and news
that isn't being told in the AP and other mainstream
news sources. Andrew then talks about the
Palastinian people living in Gaza. Andrew explains
how bad this war has effected the country and the
world. Andrew then talks about emotional terror and
how it effects beyond the two sides.

Israel Politics - National

SJ RECT REC 2/1/24 AIR
2/4/24

Natalie Schultz - Commercial Banker
from First Western Bank & Trust

N/A They start off this show by discussing the market and
mention any trends they are seeing early in 2024.
Then they discuss the inventory and the number of
homes in the metro. Then they talk about commercial
lending real estate and what they looks like these
days. Keith and Kelvin along with Natalie explain the
difference between commercial reat estate &
residential real estate. Natalie discusses financing
part with commercial lending and what is the whole
process. Then in the final segment in the money
segment they outlook for the 2024 year and what the
market may look like and mention current news.

Real Estate

SJ N/A N/A Gene talks about a news story from Colorado about a
tentant dying before the lease was up and how the
family is stuck with the bills/lease. Gene breaks down
each side and how families can be effected by this.
Gene asks thwe question if this is ethical?

Real Estate

JDB Education
America

Airs 03/09/24 In this episode titled, "Episode 401 Thinking Requires
Knowledge with Daniel Buck", Abigail Johnson and
Daniel Buck discuss his recent article, "Thinking
Requires Knowledge", Daniel's social media
presence, the state of critical thinking in
contemporary education, and the importance of
content knowledge in preofessions such as medicine
and engineering. Daniel describes critical thinking
without knowledge as an "oasis". They also discuss
the new MN state social studies standards which
promote identity advocacy civics in the ideaological
vein of Paolo Feire and his book, "Pedagogy of the
Oppressed". Daniel also expounds on his recent
article, "For the Love of Memorization" and discusses
the benefits of rote memory exercises.

Education Family Matters

JDB Airs 03/16/24 Daniel Buck-Editorial & Policy Associate
at The Thomas B. Fordham Institute

In this epsiode titled, "Episode 402 Don't Spare the
Rod with Daniel Buck", Abigail and Daniel discuss
discipline and conflict in schools, the role of
consequences in education, and the inevitable
consequences for eager students when poor
behavior of others goes unpunished by educators.

Education Family Matters

DC AIR:
02/03/2024

Shawn-Minneapolis- had comment on the
arson situationm

Mitch covers weather and how its effecting ice
fisherman, as well as other outdoor activities.Mitch
also talks about the Mosque that got firebombed
back in 2017, and mentions how all of the important
politicians were condemning the event.

Politics - Local

1400-1500 N/A

Where You Live Rec 2/1/24 AIR
2/3/24

Education
America

NARN

/

Daniel Buck-Editorial & Policy Associate at
The Thomas B. Fordham Institute
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2/3/2024

2/3/2024

2/3/2024

2/4/2024

2/4/2024

2/4/2024

2/5/2024 Public Policy

2/8/2024

2/8/2024

Economic Issue

DC NARN AIR:
02/03/2024

joe-Minneapolis: had comment on child
pornagraphy.

Politics - Local

DC NARN - Jack T AIR:
02/03/2024

n/a Jack speaks with his guests about cannibus laws,
and different situations that definite. Jack explains
"assisted suicide" and how humans should be treated
better. Jack also shares opinions about Pro-Life and
abortion.

Politics - Local

gja Narn with Jack 1600-1700 Mark Koran n/a Jack talked about Illhan Omars comments about her
alligance to the somoli governement and about how
the democrats are messing up the state.

Politics - Local

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A N/A Brad discusses Minnesota related issues, included
local conservative non-profits being fire bombed,
Rep. Ilhan Omar's bizarre declaration about the U.S.
government acquiescing to Somalia.

Politics - Local News - Local

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 D. Greg Scott - NARN's official
technology Guru

N/A Brad talks about bizarre notion that Taylor Swift's
popularity is some sort of psyop for President Joe
Biden's reelection campaign & then talks with guest
D. Greg Scott about Russian hackers gaining access
to sensitive information belonging to Microsoft. D
Greg Scott details the hack and what we can do to
protect ourselves from this.

News - National

SJ The Victory Hour 1600-1700 N/A N/A Andrew starts off the show by talking about Israel
and the concept of decsision of Biden Administration
to deesclate Iran and avoid a war with Iran. Andrew
asks what de-escalate all about and impacts of
previous de-esclading to create peace.

Israel News - National

JDB Take Charge MN 0900-1000 In this debut epsiode, Kendall Qualls responds to his
office being firebombed by left-wing activists and
discusses the contemporary approach to education
and empowerment in the black coimmunity. Mr.
Qualls favors an approach emphasizing basic skills
like reading and math over identity politics and
grievance studies.

Education

SJ RECT Rec 2/8/24 AIR
2/11/24

N/A Kelvin and Keith Sr. start off the show to discuss the
real estate rundown and give any updates on the
market. The Kelvin and Keith Sr. are joined by guest
Lisa to discuss what reverse mortgages are and how
they can be beneficial. Lisa details how to use a
reverse mortgages and what some are. Lisa and
Keith Sr. and Kelvin talk about situations where
reverse mortgages may help families or
homeowners. Lisa details what a line of credit for a
reverse mortgage. Then Kelvin and Keith Sr. talk
about the money segment and what the market is
looking like currently and gives their opinions on
where it might be in the near future with current
interest rates.

Real Estate

SJ Where You Live N/A N/A Gene starts off the program by talking about a news
story back in December 2023 in Syndey Austrialia a
twin tower condo of structureal defecting increased a
number of tentants from 2011-2018 and in 2019an
evacuation was ordered. Now owners are dealing
with a property that is not occupied. Gene talks about
this story of winning a lawsuit and collecting it as two
different matters. Gene then breaks down the story
as the HOA is not liveable but yet the residents are
still to pay their HOA fees and the proerty owners not
being able to make money on this property as it sits
alone until it's being fixed and repaired.

Real Estate

Community Outreac

Maureen Flatley Mitch covers issues with child pornagraphy, and
other issues related to the matter. Mitch covers some
of the local situations with the Somalian culture, and
the conflicts in the Horn of Africa.

Rec 2/8/24 AIR
2/10/24

Mark Koran

Lisa Moriello - National Retail Reverse
Sales Manager
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2/10/2024

2/10/2024

2/10/2024

2/10/2024

2/11/2024

2/11/2024

2/11/2024

2/11/2024

DC NARN N/A Jack from Minneapolis called to talk
about a book

Mitch discuses some national news headlines and
brings up some of the issues that Biden recently
brought up on his 02/08/24 speech. Mitch brings up
issues on racial politics, and explains what may
cause people to feel like "livestock" or be controlled
by the system

News - Local News - National

DC NARN - Mitch N/A Mitch discusses how the order of the universe used
to be big tech, FBI, and other governing agencies.
Mitch also covers Bidens current age and memory
issues and also points out that he shows signs of
dimentia. Mitch uses audio examples from his actual
press conference to back up his points.There is
discussions on how downtown minneapolis has
slowly started getting back to the normal way it used
to be.

News - National News - Local

DC NARN - Jack N/A N/A Jack discuses how media is taking over the world of
broadcasting. And how media and other sources can
influence people faster than what used to be
possible. Tom discusses the differences between
some of the political parties, and explains his trip to
South Dakota, and how much different things are in
different places.

Politics - Local

DC NARN - Jack Harry Niska N/A Jakc has representative Harry Niska as a guest to
discuss politics and energy policy dictation, as well
as whats happening with said matter. Jack mentions
how the "dark money people" like FinCen control how
and where money goes.

Politics - Local

SJ World of Aviation 1000-1100 Jim Rasmussen - Navigator on board a
B-17 bomber during World War II

N/A Al is joined by Jim as they discuss Jim's upbringing in
the aviation field. Jim talks about flying with the 100th
in WWII. Jim then talks about being invited out to the
premirie of the tv show "Masters of The Sky" with
Tom Hanks and Steven Spielberg. Jim talks about
flying the B17 and flying 32 missions on that aircraft.
Jim describes his most memorable mission he flew
and what happened on that mission.

Aviation

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A N/A Politics - National News - National

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 Casey Mattox - Vice President of Legal
and Judicial Strategy at Americans for
Prosperity

N/A Brad starts off hour two with previewing the
Minnesota Legislative session set to begin this
coming week. Brad then is joined by guest Casey to
discuss how the Biden administration looked to
pressure Amazon to de-platform books conveying
skepticism over vaccines.

Politics - Local Politics - National

SJ The Victory Hour 1600-1700 Dr. Scott Jensen - Former candidate for
Minnesota Governor/Physician/Former
Minnesota State Senator for Carver
County

John - Minneapolis calls in to ask Scott
Jensen as democrats tweeted bashing
Jensen and if they had any
repercussions.

Andrew starts off the show by talking about war and
morality and the new level they are taken in Israel
with the war still raging on in the Middle East. Andrew
then is joined by guest Scott Jensen and they
discuss Scott's legal battle regarding vaccines and
other topics related to covid. Scott and Andrewthen
talks about the attack of cancel culture by targeting
people who disagree with. Andrew and Scott then
talk about being attacked on their takes of public
policy on the pandemic.

Politics - Local Covid-19

1300-1400

1400-1500

1500-1600

1600-1700

Steve Deace

Brad does an in-depth recap of President Joe Biden's
week where his mental state was on display with
mishaps. Brad then talks about how even prominent
Democrat strategists are in panic mode. Brad talks
about Biden and not being considerated for charges
with mishandling documents.
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2/12/2024

2/15/2024

2/15/2024

2/17/2024

2/17/2024

2/17/2024

2/17/2024

Politics - Nation

Financial Advice

JDB AIRS 02/17/24 0900-1000 In epsiode #2, Kendall Qualls of Take Charge MN
discusses the history of the Republican party and
how in many eras, republican-led states have drawn
migrants and immigrants at a higher rate than
democrat-led states. He discusses the voter exodus
from states like CA, NY, IL and PA. Mr. Qualls makes
the case that republicans brand themselves poorly
despite the solid economic and traditional principles
most voters agree with.

Politics - Local Economic Issues

JDB AIRS 02/18/24 1200-1300 In segment 1, Keith Hittner Sr. and Jr. discuss how
active listings are down and compare current market
data with pre-COVID pandemic data. Sr. highlights
an upcoming Mound Open House he'll be conducting
as the show airs. In segments 2 and 3, the guys
discuss Probate and Divorce with Kimberly Prchal. In
segment 4, Kelvin Kaemingk discusses the latest
inflation report numbers and how they will lengthen
the time frame for home mortgage rate reductions in
the near term.

Real Estate Family Matters

SJ Where You Live N/A N/A Gene talks about two governements who came out
with simialr law and Gene details what this law is and
how it is looked at as each side has different views.
Gene mentions the two different stories one in
Canada extended a law which is similar to a law in
Florida. Canada is going to extend on ban on forgien
nationals buying property in Canada and how that
law is looked at as righeous while in Florida has a
very similair to Canada's law , but this is looked at
racist and criminal. Gene breaks down both sides
and how one law in two different regions can be
looked at so differently.

Real Estate

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

Rec 2/17/24
AIR 2/18/24

N/A Mitch Berg cover hosted for Brad Carlson today and
talked about how the audience of talk radio has
changed. Mitch spoke about his personal opinion on
polotics and the reasons he got into the field. Mitch
explained the benefits of listening to talk radio and
AM/FM radio. There was also talk of how the
pandemic affected society. Mitch brought up the
meaning behind the movie made about 1970's
olympic team, and talked about how the opening
montage of that movie was so relatable to real life
that it almost stressed people out. The invasion if
Isreal was another topic that Mitch mentioned, and
used it as an example to reasons as to why gas
prices copuld rise and how inflation is calculated.

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

Rec 2/17/24
AIR 2/18/24

N/A Mitch Berg cover hosted for Brad Carlson today and
talked about how the world is changing, and how
history technically doesnt repeat it self but instead it
"rhymes". Mitch spoke about the cold war and how
the end of the cold war left the world a better place,
just to turn around years later and now be basically
on the cusp of a new war. Mitch brought up
milennials, and how the new generations have
changed as well as the differences between them.
Mitch mentioned how the government may be
misleading when it comes to some of the resources
they offer. Explaining that the government claims to
be there to take care of your material needs, and the
assistance programs that they provide for their
citizens.

GJA NARN-Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 Chase Oliver-Libertarian Canidate For
President

n/a Mitch talked with Chase Oliver about his run for
presidency as a libertarian canidate and his event at
Clives roadhouse next week.

GJA NARN MItch
Berg

Walter Hudson Alex Plechash Dan-Inver Grove Heights- had question
for Walter Enge-Bloomington

Talked with Walter Hudosn about a school bill and
with Alex about Israel

Estate & Probate Planning with Kimberly
Prchal from Blahnik, Prchal & Stoll, PLLC

Rec 2/15/24 AIR
2/17/24

1400-1500
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2/17/2024

2/17/2024

2/18/2024

2/21/2024

2/22/2024

2/24/2024

2/24/2024

2/24/2024

2/24/2024

2/25/2024

2/25/2024

GJA Narn Jack Walter Hudson NASCAR Kelly Mitch talked with Oliver and Kelly about the rule of
law when it comes to teachers and public schools
and how democrats have a history of taking care of
their own

GJA Narn Jack Joe Fraser NASCAR Kelly Mitch and Kelly talked with Joe about his canidacy for
Senate running against Amy Kloebachar

DC Victory Hour 1600-1700 N/A Israel News - National

DC Victory Hour REC 2/21/24
AIR 2/25/24

Glen Grothman - Attorney and Politician
serving as the U.S. representative from
Wisconsin's 6th congressional district.

N/A Andrew spoke to Congressman Glen Grothman
about issues in border security. Congressman
Grothman spoke on how the issues with illegal
immigration has peaked. Grothman also mentioned
that there has been a lack in border security, and that
the amount of illegal immigrants commiting crimes is
higher than the numbers of those native to our
country. Andrew brought up how the levels of inflation
have skyrocketed since the Biden Administration took
office. Andrew mentioned how "Woke" culture has
taken over our education system, and that since this
occurance overall educational scoring levels have
dropped significantly. Andrew and Congressman
Grothman had a discussion on the raping, murdering,
and overall mistreatment of women and children in
Israel.

Politics - National Politics - Local

SJ Where You Live Rec 2/22/24
AIR 2/24/24

N/A Gene talked about a story from the AP in city of
Anoke, MN has been under investigation Department
of Justice from illegally discriminating against citizens
in Anoka. Gene mentioned why they discriminated
against residents with mental illinesses. Gene
detailed what went on and what is happening now
with the residents/landlords being discriminated with
possibly renting in the future. Gene then talked about
the legal process of residents trying to rent and what
the city of Anoka did that was illegal. Crime Free
Ordiance is the law that is ties to this "discrimanation"
and Gene said why this law is a grey area for
landlords to rent for mental disabilities renters.

Real Estate

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 Mitch talked about the launch of google Gemini  and
AI

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 n/a Mitch continued to talk about Google Gemini and AI
and about the ranking of the presidents.

Politics - Local Politics - National

GJA Narn With Jack 1500-1600 Zach Duckworth Jack talked with Duckworth about the police and first
responders in schools.

GJA Narn With Jack 1600-1700 Tanya Prince Jack talked with Prince about censorship in schools
when i comes to books in the library

SJ World of Aviation 1000-1100 Stewert Dawson - War bird Pilot N/A Al was joined by guest Stewert Dawson and they
spoke about when Stewert got started in aviation in
his teenage years. Stewert describes his experience
in the Reno Air Races. Stewert explained his time in
flying commercial airlines.

Aviation

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A Mike from Saint Paul called to raise
points on gun control and Dan from
Hopkins called to share similar views on
trump.

Brad discussed the tragic deaths of three Burnsville
first responders and how Minnesota Dems quickly
pivoted to using the incident to demagogue gun
control. Also, the latest in presidential politics.He also
mentioned that there is very good reason for safe
gun storage, and that there could be a difference
between good gun owners and bad gun owners.

News - Local Politics - National

1500-1600

1600-1700

N/A Andrew talked about the problems in Israel  and
mentions "peace" and why its important, and shared
ideas on how to help keep peace. Andrew gave
updates on the hamas conflict in gaza. Andrew soke
about the reality of hamas and how they treat their
own people. Andrew verbally painted a picture of
what is happening in Israel

N/A

N/A
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2/25/2024 DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 Dr. Benjamin Ginsberg - Author Robert from St. Cloud Brad talked with Dr. Benjamin to promote his
upcoming book "The New American Anti-Semitism:
The Left, the Right, and the Jews". Brad mentioned
the effects of the withdrawal from Afghanistan, and
how it caused Bidens approval ratings to drop. Brad
discussed that schools with a majority population of
white students lack proper lessons in racism. Brad
and Dr. Benjamin touched on the topic of Israel, and
spoke about separation and how communities like
LGBTQ and similar groups aren't safe in many areas
in the Middle East.

Politics - National News - National

JDB Kendall Qualls
Take Charge MN

AIRS 03/01/24
0900-1000

N/A The issues discussed in this epsiode include the
effect of illegal immigration on average Americans,
minorities, small communities, employment, voters
and the polls. Additionally, Mr. Qualls discussed the
murder of Laken Reilly by an illegal alien from
Venezuela. He also discussed the recent murder of 2
cops and one fireman in Burnsville MN. In the l;ast
segment, Mr. Qualls discussed the deterioration of
the black nuclear family and the impact it's had on
Americans. Mr. Qualls asked, "If we don't get our
values from the Bible, then where do we get them
from?"

Community Outreach Education

JDB Real Estate
Chalk Talk

AIRS 03/03/24
1200-1300

Daniel Bishop of N/A In this episode, the guys updated listeners with the
real estate rundown and an up to date overview of
local market inventory discussed by days on market
and by county. In segment two, guest Daniel Bishop
provided insight into the glass industry as it pertained
to home repair and construction. He also drew a
distinction between window and glass replacement
and discussed savings.

Real Estate Business

SJ Rec 2/29/24
AIR 3/2/24

Flash Shelton - Founder of United
Handyman Association

N/A Gene was joined by guest Flash Shelton as they
discuss the whole issue of "Squatting" and how it has
grown in years past. Flash described his own
experience with squatters and what led him to try and
fix this issue. Flash and Gene discussed squatters
laws and what is defined as squatting. Flash
mentioned how big this issue has became across the
US. Flash told Gene what could be done for laws to
be written to help erase squatting. Gene then talked
about MN Legislature bill outlaws painters that
Senate File 3554 Painting done or under supervision
a lisence painter. Gene broke down what this bill
includes and the authors of this proposed bill.

Real Estate

2/28/2024 Politics - Local Family Matters

2/29/2024

2/29/2024

WoodburyGlass.com

Where You Live
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2/29/2024

3/2/2024

3/2/2024

3/2/2024

3/2/2024

3/3/2024

DC Rec 2/29/24
AIR 3/23/24

N/A N/A Abigail and Rebecca talked about what happenes
when the world gets too reliant on technoology, In
order to play it safe, we should write stuff down
instead of type it, basically play it old school instead
of rely on machines or technology. Rebecca
mentioned a recent psych study that showed through
the test subjects that brain activity and functionality is
far stronger in those that do things manually,
compared to those that rely on tech for things such
as spelling, typing, or now even reading. Both Abigail
and Rebecca agreed that people that write
everything and rely on older school methods tend to
remain more organized both mentally and physically.
Abigail referenced to a book that explained why
writing vs typing puts writing in the stronger mentality
group, and those that only rely on technology such as
typing, your using less of your brain, which causes
you to not to retain information as well.Rebecca
brought to light that since the growth of technology
over the years has started to hit crazy high tech
levels, they have started removing important
cirriculum from schools such as writing, due to the
ionvention of writing. She also brought up the
removal of classes or cirriculum from schools that
teach kids how to spell because now we have spell
check built in to the devices we type on.

Education

GJA NARN MItch
Berg

n/a Mitch talked about a bill that was going through the
MN Congress about discrimination of trans people
when it comes to hiring in private schools.

Politics - Local

GJA NARN MItch
Berg

1400-1500 DAN-Inver Grove Heights- had question
about where Harry stood on an issue

Mitch and Harry talked about the what the democrats
were doing wrong in the MN Congress

Politics - Local

GJA Narn Jack 1500-1600 n/a Jack talked about a bill that could go through that
affects painters

Politics - Local

GJA Narn Jack Kent Kaiser n/a Jack talked about the dfl trying to ban using oil and
an op ed opinion piece by Myron Medcalf

Politics - Local

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A Mike from Minneapolis called to comment
on gun rights, and how he agrees with
NRA gun rights, but believes that the
facist government parties that are trying
to remove gun owners rights, make him
want to own a gun even more.

Brad weighed in on the Minnesota Legislature's
continued attempts to ram through "gun control."
Also, progressivism's death cult was on full display
this past week. Brad mentioned the murders of the
three first responders last week, and how it has
impacted the community. Brad mentioned the recent
purchase of an AR-15 Lower reciever was used in a
fatally wounding crime against two firefighters. and
that the person who purchased it is facing "straw
purchase" charges. Brad spoke about a young
woman named Laiken from Georgia, whom of which
was murdered by a man named Jose. Jose was an
illegal immigrant who prior was charged with a crime
against a child in Queens.Brad mentioned the suicide
of Aaron Bushnell, and the impact it has had around
the world, and the country, and speaks on his
opinion. Brad talked about how the left wing has
been attempting to "Weaponize" mental health, by
exploiting situations like Bushnell's suicide, and
blowing it up to a different proportion.

News - Local Politics - Local

Education
America- Why
Handwriting is
Better for
Memory and
Learning

1300-1400

1600-1700

n/a

Harry Niska

Bobby Brown (not that one)
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3/3/2024

3/5/2024 Israel

3/7/2024

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 Dr. David Beito - Senior Fellow at the
Independent Institute
Captain Josh Polanco - Salvation Army
Twin Cities Commander

N/A Brad Spoke with Dr. Beito about his latest book The
New Deal’s War on the Bill of Rights: The Untold
Story of FDR’s Concentration Camps, Censorship,
and Mass Surveillance. Dr. Beito explained the FDR
Administations ideals, and how he was using
Internment Camps to keep the Japanese at bay, and
how he called them "concentration camps".  Dr. Beito
also broguht up that in his book, he goes into more
detail on what the history books didnt cover. Beito
explained the "censorship" aspect of the FDR
Administration. Dr. Beito went on to explain how FDR
pulled any sort of oppositional media to his
administration. Making people stop trusting people
and being borderline manipulative in some cases.
Brad also spoke with his second guest, Captain
Polanco about his organization's annual food drive.
Captain Polanco commented on how he got his start
with the salvation army, and why  he continues to
keep up with it. Polanco mentioned that he has
always had a big heart for people, especially those in
need. Cpt. Polanco spoke about how they are doing
everything they can to donate and source food for
food shelves and families in need all over the
country. Cpt. Polanco brought up a good point on
how the working class have now become the
"working poor" and that people need to be less
prideful and take advantage of resources that are
there to help them, instead of continue to buy and
feed the household unhealthy and "cheap" food

News - Local Politics - Local

DC Victory Hour REC
03/05/2024
AIRS
03/10/2024

N/A Andrew spoke with Congressman Brad Finstad about
the first congressional district and some of the
changes within the district. Congressman Finstad
talked about issues with border security, and how
many of these issues involve human traffiking, drugs,
weapons, and many very negative aspects.
Congressman Finstad speaks about how the MIlitary
that is deployed should have better equipment, better
quality of life, and better ability to gain accesss to
recources. Andrew asked Congressman Finstad
about his thoughts on the state of Israel, and the
traumatic events going on right now. Andrew asked
for Congressman Finstads thoughts on the odds of
the upcoming election, and Finstad replied with that
he is happy to see that the people of America seem
to stand by them. Congressman Finstad also spoke
about what it means to be a limited government.
Meaning, more freedom and less government.
Andrew shared his personal experience from his
recent trip to Israel. Andrew talked about how there is
a citizen military, and that they are fighting for there
safety, homes, and families to be left alone from all of
the extreme and violent events happeniong as of
now. Andrew spoke about his visualization of the
devastation to Gaza and Syria, and all of the general
attrocities therein.

News - National Politics - National

SJ Where You Live Rec 3/7/24 AIR
3/9/24

Dawn Bauman - Community
Associations Institute

N/A Gene was joined by guest Dawn to discuss Corprate
Transparancy Act and Dawn described what this
ACT as it is a piece of legislattion which is known is
"Anti-Money Laundering" and this is to create
reporting and regualted for small businesses. This
act is for monitoring possible money laundering for
terrorist organations and help stop that. Gene
discussed how this will effect HOA's with "red tape".

Real Estate

Congressman Brad Finstad
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3/9/2024

3/9/2024

3/9/2024

3/9/2024 Sports - Local

3/10/2024

3/10/2024

News - NationaSJ NARN - Mitch
Berg

1300-1400
(Recorded
earlier in the
morning)

N/A N/A Mitch started off the show by discussing local
primaries with voting and the turn-outs of voters.
Mitch then spoke about the outcome of the local
primaries in MN let alone the rest of the US. Mitch
broke down the "uncommitted" voters and why the
number of voters voted for "uncommitted". Mitch then
talked about the recent State of The Union
Presidential speech and breaks down Biden's speech
and the lackluster excitement for this annual speech.

Politics - Local Politics - National

SJ NARN - Mitch
Berg

1400-1500
(Recorded
earlier in the
morning)

N/A N/A Mitch started off hour two by talking about freedoms
and MN State Legislature's gutting liberty freedoms
of MN citizens. Mitch then spoke mroe of freedoms
and even more so of religions of the state
governement limiting those freedoms and even them
trying to tell us how to "read" people's minds with
knowing everyone's pronouns. Mitch then talked
about MN DFL priorities and issues they what to
deflect from. Mitch ended the show by detailing the
start to current NARN show and how it evolved
through the years.

News - Local Politics - Local

SJ NARN - Jack T 1500-1600 Nascar Kelly Enggy - Called in to make a comment
regarding the State of The Union address
and complained about Biden's speech.

Jack was joined by Nascar Kelly as they discussed
recent political events (Super Tuesday/ State of The
Union Address) and how the state of the political
world these days. They spoke about the respect of
public official positions. Jack mentioned about CNN
fact checking the President's speech and when CNN
fact checks there is an issue. They went on to
continue their reaction to the "State of The Union"
speech.

Politics - National

SJ NARN - Jack T 1600-1700 Bill Walsh - Director of Marketing and
Communications at Center of the
American Experiment.

N/A Jack and Kelly were joined by guest Bill and they
discussed more of the GOP response of the State of
The Union Address. Bill and Kelly then discuss the
weekend's MN State High School Hockey
Tournament and previews tonights championship
game.

News - National Politics - National

SJ 1000-1100 N/A N/A Al and Charles started off the show by talking about
how Charles got involved in flying and at what age he
took his private pilot license. Charles then talked his
first flying solo experience. Charles then talked about
working for Southwest Airlines in his commercial
flying experience. Charles then detailed how he got
involved with flying FiFi B-29 aircraft. Charles
described flying the B-29 and how different it is
compared to other aircrafts with the precision you
must have. Charles then spoke about being pilot in
command for FiFi. Charles mentioned how many
warbirds he is rated in and which he flew. Chalres
mentioned the difficulty in preparing a pilot for their
first solo flight.

Aviation

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 N/A News - Local Politics - Local

World of Aviation

Brad discussed how the DFL trifecta is looking to
effectively gut the U.S. Constitution. Brad also
mentions the conflicts with lawful gun owners, and
how they disagree with the constitution. Brad also
discussed the first Presidential Primary of the STate
of Minnesota, and how the polls went. BRand talked
about Super Tuesday and brought up Hailey
dropping out of the Presidential Race. Brad
discussed an interview between Biden and MSNBC
about how Biden felt "bad" about calling the killer of
Laiken Riley an"illegal"
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3/10/2024

3/12/2024 Israel

3/14/2024

3/16/2024

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 Jon Gabriel - Political Commentator  //
Dr. Nicholas Kardaras - Addiction
Specialist

Brad spoke with Political Commentator John Gabriel
about the national political news occurring in his
home state of Arizona as well as the latest goings-on
in the presidential race. Brad and John discussed
issues with Immigration and focused on the fact that
our border control is causing more issues her in
America, than it is actually helping. Brad also talked
with Addiction Specialist Dr. Nicholas Kardaras about
how the toxic impact of our tech obsession and
corrosive social media (especially on teenagers and
young adults) contributes to the decline of our young
people’s mental health. Brad also discussed with Dr.
Kardaras how Tik-Tok trends, Social Media, and
other pervasive outlets have become a growing issue
in mental health situations, that involve depression
and even suicide in some cases. Dr. Kardaras
discusses how "screen time" can actually be an
addiction as well. Dr. Kardaras explains that unlike
drugs such as cocaine, heroion or
methamphetamines, which are addictive as they
numb a person from reality, or help the user detatch
from their issues, instead, social media and screen
time is addictive because of how it stimulates and
shapes your brain. Dr. Kardaras explained their
treatment center, and how its been succesful in
turning addictions around, and urges anyone who
feels they are struggling with addiction to seek help,
and to take the steps nessecary

Politics - National News - National

DC REC 3/12/2024
AIR 3/17/2024

Andrew talked about the Arab vs Israeli Conflict., and
how there was a march towards peace. Richard
spoke about Hamas andthe allies they have in the
middle east. Andrew asked Richard to comment on
last weeks comment from Biden, where he stated he
"will cut off military assistance to Israel if they dont
stop conflict" Richard spoke on the risks of Hesbula
and Hamas recreating the October 7th attacks.
Richard also commented that Iran and the middle
east keeps escalating. Richard also commented on
Biden's "Red Line" of removing military assistance.
Richard commented and discussed with Andrew on
how the tactics in these conflicts involve alot of very
horrible things such as human shields, hostages,
bombings and so on.

News - Local Politics - Local

SJ Where You Live Rec 3/14/24 Air
3/16/24

N/A N/A Gene started off the program by discussing a story in
Florida in the HOA of Boca Royal and she had
walked to a retaining pond as she fell in while pulling
weeds with aligators killed her and her family is
suring the HOA for neglance for cleaning the pond of
dangerous wildlife in the water. Gene broke down the
story and declared both sides of this as the HOA and
of the family. Gene asked the question is an HOA
responsible for accidental deaths especially wildlife in
Florida where this woman resided or who is at fault?
Gene talked about an uptick in Home Title theft as a
listener question wrote in to ask Gene. Gene talked
about what happens when that occurs or if a Home
Title Lock is needed.

Real Estate

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 K.T. Jacobs- columbia heights city
council

Tom-St. Paul- what do the employees of
Lift or ride share think about the proposed
mn centralization Ramona-Minneapolis-
asked KT how much this was costing her
in legal fees Mark-Columbia Heights-
Said that she made up the family member

Mitch talked about Uber and Lyft drivers and the
Minnesota push to governize it. Talked with K.T.
Jacobs about a phone call where she was accused of
making racist comments

Politics - Local

Victory Hour Richard Goldberg, Senior Advisor at the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies
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3/16/2024

3/16/2024

3/16/2024

3/17/2024

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 May Lor Xiong Ken- Minneapolis- said the May Lor
Xiong should focus on bringing home
money to her district

Mitch talked with May Lor Xiong about her campaign
for congress

Politics - Local

GJA Narn with Jack
Guest Host
NASCAR Kelly

1500-1600 Rep Pat Garafalo AK Kamara Matt-Maple Wood- had a question about
online poker

Kelly and AK and Rep Garafalo talked about the
sports betting in the state minnesota and the push to
make that legal

Politics - Local

GJA Narn with Jack
Guest Host
NASCAR Kelly

1600-1700 INGE- said hi to kelly Kelly and AK and  talked about marijuana in
minnesota

Politics - Local

DC World of Aviation 1000-1100 Al Malmberg visited with Curt Brown, who flew six
shuttle missions with NASA.  Al and Carl spoke about
Carl's illustrious career in the U.S. Air Force flying
A-10's and F-16's.  After serving his country he flew
for many years with
Sun Country Airlines
Curts time in the Air Force Academy, and what
motivated him to get into aviation. Curt explains his
time Flying the A-10 Fighter Jet, and what gave it the
nickname "Warthog". Curt explains how a warthog is
an animal that is very aggresive and very ugly. Much
like the A-10, "Very ugly plane, with a very
aggressive attitude".  Curt also explained what
learning how to fly this plane was like, as they didnt
have simulators when this plane was introduced.Curt
then explained to AL what the gun systems were like
on the plane, how the weapons are deployed, and
the way the barrels are made. Curt then explained
the difference between the A-10 and the F-16. Curt
described this difference by comparing it to the
difference between a 4 wheel drive truck to a
corvette. Curt then explained the comfort and
convienence of the cockpit of the F-16 compared to
the A-10. Curt then explains his journey into
becoming a Suttle Pilot for Nasa. Curt and Al discuss
what its like to go through specific levels of "G's" and
how they affect your body. Curt explained what it was
like to re-enter the atmosphere from orbiting the earth
as a pilot of a space shuttle.

Aviation

AK Kamara

Curt Brown - Professional Aviator N/A
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3/17/2024

03/17/24

3/20/2024

News - Nationa

News - Nationa Sports - Profess

Economic Issue

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 Jim Abeler - Minnesota State Senator
(R-Anoka)

Dan from Inver Grove Heights to discuss
the fact that school violence could be cut
down in many easier ways but that
legislation doesnt seem to see it that way.
Dan raised a great question: "why can we
not single out the violent and problematic
children in the education system, and
separate them from the good kids who
really want to learn the cirriculum. Dan
made it clear as well that the kids would
be identified as problematic, based
strictly on their actions, and would have
nothing to do with race, home life, or
gender.

Brad was joined by Minnesota State Senator Jim
Abeler (R-Anoka). Sen. Abeler will be on to discuss
recent legislation to provide clarification for School
Resource Officers who were not present in schools
over the past year-plus. Senator Abeler goes over
how sometimes people want to try to fix "Problems"
that are not entirely problems. Senator Abeler goes
on to explain why its important to have SRO's in
schools. Senator mentioned that the rise in school
violence, whether student vs. student, student vs.
teacher, or student vs. school faculty in general.
Senator Abeler told us that across MN, School
Resource Officer's (SRO'S) have been almost
entirely pulled out of schools.  Brad also spoke about
DFL efforts to enact "gun control". Brad mentioned
that the news has been released that the shooter that
commited the heinous and homicidal acts of shooting
and killing three Burnsville MN first responders, and
injuring one, had illegally obtained his firearms that
he used through a straw purchase made by his
girlfriend. The shooter was lawfully prohibited from
owning or being even near a firearm, and the
shooter's girlfriend, of whom was one of the reasons
for the domestic dispute call that ended in tragedy, is
undergoing legal trial for many counts of
injustice.Brad mentions some of those charges
included straw purchasing and conspiracy.  Another
topic Brad covered was a task force to address
mental health issues due to climate change. Brad
elaborated on how there may be some confusion with
how "climate change" is affecting  mental health,  and
raised the question is the mentality altering climate
change from chemicals in the air or is it more from all
of these apocolyptic predictions on the mainstream
media causing mass anxiety.

Politics - Local News - Local

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 During the second hour Brad discussed more on his
closing topic from hour one covering how "Climate
Change" is affecting mental health. Brad brought up
the current legislature involving Uber & Lyft ceasing
operations in Minneapolis as of May 1. Brad
discussed that the reasoning to why they are pulling
out from the cities is because the cities want to make
it so that the Uber/Lyft drivers make equal pay to
those that work in the cities, however the problem
would arise that if they raise mileage rates it will have
a chain reaction, higher mileage rates will turn to
higher ride fees, which will turn to less riders,
considering less people will be able to afford it. So
the rideshare companies are pulling out of picking up
riders in the city. You can get a ride  the cities, but

Brad brought up when Biden repeatedly
asking for help remembering dates during his
discussion on the HAMAS attacks.Brad spoke about
some of the big changes to the roster of the
Minnesota Vikings Football Team, and asks listeners
to call in with their opinion on us losing Kirk Cousins.

Politics - Local News - Local

JDB Real Estate
Chalk Talk

AIRS 03/24/24
@1200hrs

NONE In this episode, Keith Hittner Sr. and Jr. along with
Kelvin Kaemingk discussed the ample home
inventory avaialable in the local Twin Cities market
and how most homes in the 4-7 range had multiple
offers. They also discussed lawsuits brought by the
Dept. of Justice and The Dept of Commerce
pertaining to agent commissions. In closing Kelvin
discussed interest rates ticking back up and
mortgage application rates slowing.

Real Estate Family Matters

N/A

TO
NOT FROM. 
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3/22/2024

3/23/2024

3/23/2024

3/23/2024

3/23/2024

3/24/2024

3/24/2024

News - Nationa

News - Nationa

SJ The Victory Hour Rec 3/22/24 Air
3/24/24

N/A Andrew was started off the show by talking about
Israel and the ongoing war conflict overseas as it
relates to politics over here in the US. Andrew talked
about UN Security and their resolution to ry and end
the war. Andrew described what entailed with the UN
Security Counsil voting down the cease-fire. Andrew
then was joined by guest Zack Nunn as they
discussed many topics including his service in the Air
Force and his political background. Andrew and Zack
talked about UN Security Counsel Resolution as
China and Russia blocked this and Zack mentioned
the resolution and it's details. The two talked about
how this war has divided the Dem's and GOP.
Andrew and Zack then talked about the uptick in Anti
Semitism in the United States.

Politics - Local News - Local

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1300-1400 Mitch talked about the decline of Minneapolis and
how college students and other young people are
deciding to leave rather than settling in Minneapolis.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Mitch
Berg

1400-1500 Mitch talked with Dan and Bill about a bill that is
going through that affects contractors

Politics - Local

GJA Narn With Jack 1500-1600 John Peters, Stephanie King Jack talked about a school board policy about book
banning.

Politics - Local

GJA Narn with Jack 1600-1700 Paul Novotny Jack and co. talked about the case against Ryan
Londragan and his murder charges.

Politics - Local

DC 1000-1100 Al spoke with Katelynn Conover and Micah Larson,
about what their aspirations are in aviation. Katelynn
explained that she was inspired to become a pilot
after being a flight attendant, and geting chances to
step into the cockpit of the flights she was attending
on. Al asked how common it was for people to decide
they want to be pilots. Katelynn explains that through
her flight attendant experience she met plenty of co
workers who thought about it but it was kind of a
thought that remained on the fence. Some people
that she met, as Katelynn explained, wish that they
would have went back and tried to take the steps to
become a pilot. Al spoke wit Micah about what its like
to become a flight dispatcher and what his
inspirations were to get into the more executive side
of aviation.

Aviation

DC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1300-1400 Bob from Shoreview called to
comment on the "Bloodbath"
commentaries.

News - Local Politics - National

Congressman Zach Nunn

N/A

Bill Gschwind and Dan Lillestol

World of Aviation

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/AKatelynn Conover / Micah Larson -
recipients of the Sherm Booen
Scholarships to Academy College of
Avia�on

1330-Dr Phillip Magness Brad discussed how Trump Derangement Syndrome has
gone off the charts, so much so that progs and their media
lapdogs aren't even trying to hide it anymore. Brad also
spoke on how the people in politics can be hypocritical
and show large amounts of disconnect with the people
they govern. Brad brought up that Trump encouraged a
group of people to try to overthrow the government. Brad
also entailed that there could be some rioting if Trump is
or isnt elected. Brad pointed out the medias overuse of
the term "Bloodbath".Brad brought up the point that
people dont like to be decieved, and the government that
is supposed to be for the people, but has proven to be
very decietful. Brad also stated that the same goes for the
media.at 1:30 PM CDT Brad was joined by Dr Phillip
Magness to discuss President Joe Biden's insane Federal
budget proposal. Brad explains how its unfair to have to
deal with the burden of all of these tax prices but yet
billionaires only have to pay 8.2 percent. Dr Magness
mentioned that Biden has a plan to start a 25 percent
"Billionaires Tax". Dr Magness talks about capitol gains
and explains the many different variations of gains, such
as sales of real estate property, stocks, bonds, etc., and
how they relate to taxes.
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3/24/2024

3/24/2024 News - Local News -
National

3/28/2024

3/30/2024

News - NationaDC NARN - Brad
Carlson

1400-1500 N/A Brad went over how Democrats' continue hostility
towards civil liberties.
Brad touched back to the last episode and mentioned
the departure of uber and lyft from the twin cities,
being due to a bill passed that raised mileage rates
for the ride share companies, ultimately ending up in
the ridshare companies having to pull out of
operating in the cities. Brad played a cut from senator
Julia Coleman, who spoke on the issue of the
burnsville tragedy, involving the death of three first
responders. Senator Coleman went on to explain her
biggest fear being the spouse of an ex firefighter, and
the daughter of an active duty Peace Officer, and
describes her letter that she wrote to the wife of one
of the fallen first respnders, telling the spouse of the
first responder that she (Senator Coleman) is so
apologetic that she (First Responders wife) had to
live her biggest fear.

News - Local Politics - National

DC Victory Hour (Pre
Rec)

REC: 03/24/24
15:45
AIR's 03/31/24
1600

Andrew Discussed some of the issues in the
congressinal department. Andrew spoke with
Congressman Fischbach about a situation where a
state trooper was doing his job, and doing it the way
he was trained, and is now being prosecuted by
Hennepin County. Andrew also spoke on how the
George Flloyd situation caused an epedemic of
violence, and that it makes a bad stand on law
enforcement officers and all of what they truly stand
for. Andrew speaks about his recent trip to Israel,and
explains how it was good to see the people of israel
seeming optimistic despite all of the extremely violent
and heinous acts that they are all going through.
Andrew talked about how we need good global
leaders who can clearly see the difference between
good and evil, and that there are too many people in
power positions who do not have that clarity. Andrew
explained that due to them not having that clear
difference in their mind between good and evil
causes leaders to make poor decisions that lead to a
bigger hole being dug, or that makes those leaders
look bad in the aspect of refusing assistance or to bat
an eye.

Israel Politics - Local

SJ Where You Live Rec 3/28/24 Air
3/30/24

N/A N/A Gene discussed a news story in MN regarding HOA's
and their increase in fees. Gene then talked about
how this will effect residents being able to live in
HOA's or even considering moving with fees rising
alonjg with cost of goods and services. Gene talked
about how common these rising fees are happening
across the twin cities and how insurance rates are a
cuase for this. gene names some central factors with
not only insurance coverage being one.

Real Estate

SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson (HR 1)

Rec 3/30/24 Air
3/31/24

Paul Tice - N/A Brad started off the show by talking about the NBC
anchors being upset on the hiring of Ronna
McDaniel. Brad continued with NBC News anchors
being upset as they only want Democratic
conseratives on their airwaves.Brad then was joined
by guest Paul as they talked about his book about
ESG investing and Brad and Paul talk about what
ESG is and global financial sustainablility. Paul
described factors of ESG. Paul and Brad discuss
"Woke Capitalism".  Brad ended this hour by talking
about the Baltimore Bridge collapse and the impact
of this event.

News - National Politics - National

Congresswoman Michelle Fischbach
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3/30/2024 SJ NARN - Brad
Carlson (HR 2)

Rec 3/30/24 Air
3/31/24

N/A N/A Brad started off hour two by talking about Trump
donating money and supplies like he did in 2016 and
how Hiliary didn't show up on a campaign as Brad
ties this to Trump being invited to Dillard's recent
death in New York and how Trump had a warm
welcoming as even NY's public officials and
President Biden weren't there or even getting a warm
welcome like Trump and the DEM's didn't show much
compassion with a fallen police officer. Brad then
talked about the Easter holiday and how clinging to
deep beliefs DFL upset with religious beliefs. Brad
talked about MN State Bill last year with gender
idenity with faith beliefs. Brad then talked more about
Easter and the holiday.

News - National


